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Abstract. In this paper, we suggest a solution to several limitations
of current metaCASE technology: (i) the limited number of modelling
levels, (ii) the rigid separation between those levels, (iii) the limited boot-
strapping possibilities, (iv) the hardcoding of various types of informa-
tion (e.g. GUI related information), and (v) the inability to record links
between semantically related (e.g. referrentially redundant) constructs.

Our proposal is centered around a 2-layer metamodelling language
called MetaL. MetaL is characterised by ubiquitous reflexivity (meta-
circularity) and extended reification capabilities. The language is pre-
sented and applied to illustrative examples. Its pros and cons are
discussed and an on-going prototypical metaCASE implementation is
reported.

1 Introduction

Conceptual modelling languages (CML) have long been recognized as powerful
means to reduce complexity during the development of information systems (IS).
CMLs are usually supported by CASE (computer-assisted software engineering)
tools primarily used to edit, browse and record models. CASE tools can also
have a broad range of additional features: code generation, model analysis, doc-
umentation generation, traceability, version control, etc. Nowadays, CASE tools
have become essential assets in IS development projects, especially with the MD*
(MDA, MDD, MDE,. . . ) initiatives. MD* advocates the pervasive use of mod-
els and CASE tools in order to automate the generation of runtime artefacts
(programs, databases, interfaces, etc.).

The ubiquity of models goes together with an increased need for flexibility.
The users of CMLs (e.g. UML) often want to turn them into, or complement
them with, domain specific languages (DSL) designed for a specific usage and/or
technological domain. Unfortunately, the CML adaptation support offered by the
large majority of CASE tools is very limited. For example, the most one can ex-
pect from a UML tool is usually support for profiles, i.e. using stereotypes, tagged
values and constraints to alter the UML notation. Profiling is widely recognized
as a very poor extension mechanism which only enables to superficially change
some aspects of the syntax of CMLs [10] . Metamodel and semantics changes are
out of its scope.
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Specific support is therefore needed to define DSLs and quickly obtain sup-
porting tools. A technical solution to those problems has been explored during
the last twenty years with metaCASE technology [1,6,11,26,14,19,16]. Meta-
CASE tools allow method engineers (a) to define new metamodels, (b) to define
concrete notations (either textual or graphical) and (c) to edit, browse and record
the models. They also sometimes feature import/export facilities or accomodate
plugins (e.g., for specific model analyses).

In more recent works, the term “domain specific modelling (DSM) environ-
ment” has emerged. Newer proposals [3,17] are based on the same ideas as meta-
CASE but show an emphasis on model transformations and code generation, in
accordance with the MD* vision. One of the ideas is that more effective code
generation can be devised from DSLs than from general purpose languages. DSM
environments should thus enable the quick and iterative development of DSLs
and transformations.

To define DSLs, both metaCASE and DSM environments rely on metamod-
elling languages (MMLs) such as EBNF, MOF [23], Kermeta [21], OWL [20],
GOPPRR [18], or KM3 [17]. Unfortunately, each of them faces at least one of
the following limitations:

– the inability or difficulty to record links between semantically related (e.g.
referrentially redundant [24]) constructs in different (meta)models,

– the limited number of editable modelling levels (or M-levels), usually re-
stricted to M2 (metamodel) and M1 (model)1,

– the rigid separation between M-levels, i.e. the impossibility for relationships
to traverse them, which is known as strict metamodelling [2,12],

– the hardcoding of various types of information, including the MML itself,
parts of concrete syntax, the tool’s GUI, version control (if any), etc.

For now, we illustrate the first and third limitations with a small example
taken from [24]. In Section 3, we make the case for the other limitations.

Fenris : Mainfra...

+shutdown()

Mainframe

<<instanceOf>>

Fenris Machina
<<Ethernet>>

+name [1]
+typeOfServer [1]

ApplicationServer

deployedOn

10..* 10..*

name = backoffice

typeOfServer = EJB

Instance : ApplicationSer...

<<instanceOf>>

Fig. 1. Implicit referrential redundancy between UML diagrams (adapted from [24])

The example is about a mainframe called “Fenris”, modelled both as a node
in a UML deployment diagram, and as an object in a UML object model (see
Fig. 1). We assume that the modeller is using an editing environment generated
1 We refer to the standard OMG 4-layer architecture.
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by a metaCASE tool to support the two languages. If she now wants to change
the name of the mainframe from “Fenris” to “George” while editing the object
diagram, what will happen? Typically, the name of the object will change, but
the modification will not be propagated to the deployment diagram. This is
because the two pieces of information are not formally linked within the tool.
The reason for this usually lies in the limitations of the MML. Without multiple
specialisation or multiple instantiation, it is difficult to cope with the sharing
of properties between instances of constructs in different metamodels [24]. But
another complication appears: the two name properties (of deployment nodes
and objects, respectively) belong to distinct abstraction levels. This is impossible
in most tools (with notable exceptions, see Section 5).

This example illustrates the need for more flexible MMLs. Similar prob-
lems are acknowledged by other authors [2,24,16,12] who also suggested solu-
tions. In this paper, we introduce a new MML called MetaL. It integrates and
extends ideas from these authors and from existing languages (RDF-Schema
[4], Telos [22] and GXL [13]) to provide enhanced flexibility: besides multiple
instantiation and multiple specialisation, it supports meta-circularity (reflex-
ity of instantiation), non-strict metamodelling, and adaptable granularity of
constructs. As we will see, these features yield reification capabilities beyond
current state of the art, which allow for elegant and powerful bootstrapping
mechanisms.

The structure of the paper goes as follows. Section 2 describes MetaL1 and
MetaL2, the two fundamental layers of MetaL. Section 3 illustrates the benefits
of MetaL based on examples. Section 4 outlines the features and architecture of
a metaCASE tool based on MetaL currently under development. A comparison
with related approaches appears in Section 5. The limitations and future works
are discussed in Section 6, before Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 The MetaL Language

MetaL consists of two distinct layers (see Fig. 2) — not to be confused with
M-levels, although these are supported too. The first layer, MetaL1, is a for-
mally defined minimal kernel language that serves to give the second layer,
MetaL2, a formal foundation. This way, both languages are given unambigu-
ous definitions, and can be interpreted by tools. Of the two, MetaL2 is the only
language to be manipulated directly by end-users (metamodellers or method
engineers). Therefore it proposes abstractions familiar to them: ‘metamodel’,
‘metaobject’, ‘metaproperty’, etc. The end-users can structure the (meta)models
into ‘compartments’, e.g. to reflect M-levels. However, an important character-
istic of MetaL2 is that it does neither enforce a strict separation between levels,
nor is it limited to a fixed number of levels (as illustrated in Fig. 2).

The formal definition of MetaL1 and MetaL2 can be found in [9]. In
Section 2.1, we briefly introduce the main concepts of MetaL1 and provide graph-
ical representation conventions, also used for MetaL2. MetaL2 is described in
Section 2.2. The reader should understand that MetaL2 is not necessarily the
terminal, nor the only, user language that will be defined on top of MetaL1. New
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Fig. 2. Overview of MetaL1 and MetaL2

modelling purposes, or experience gained in using MetaL2, are likely to lead us
to define new or improved MMLs on top of MetaL1.

2.1 Layer 1: The MetaL1 Language

We consider a metaCASE tool’s repository to contain dataitems (items, for
short). This set of items is called D. Every item is either an object (from O), a
property (from P ), or both: D = O ∪P , where O and P are not disjoint. Graph-
ically, we will represent objects by rectangles and properties by ovals (see Fig. 2,
3, 4, 5 and 6). When an item is both an object and a property, we represent the
item by superimposing the two shapes (like for MetaRole, transition or wp�1
in Fig. 4).

Ot, a subset of O, denotes the set of object types. Similarly, Pt, a subset of P ,
denotes the set of property types. Dt = Ot ∪Pt is the set of types. When an item
is a type, this is represented by thickening the border of its shape. Hence, bold
rectangles (e.g. ω in Fig. 3) denote object types and bold ovals (e.g. π in Fig. 3)
denote property types. An item that is both an object and a property needs not
necessarily be a type in these two roles (e.g. wp�1 in Fig. 4).

Every item must have at least one type. Properties have exactly one. We thus
allow multiple instantiation for object types. This is recorded by the instanceOf
relations: instanceOf O ⊆ O × Ot and instanceOf P : P → Pt. instanceOf re-
lations are depicted with dashed arrows drawn from the instance to the type.
Specialisation happens through the isa relation (graphically, a thick arrow) de-
fined between object types: isa ⊆ Ot × Ot. Unlike common practice in similar
languages, e.g. [22], we do not require isa to be acyclic, not to forbid multiple
specialisation. However, we have the usual constraint that instantiation is closed
by specialisation: ∀x ∈ O · ∀a, b ∈ Ot · (x, a) ∈ instanceOf O ∧ (a, b) ∈ isa ∗ ⇒
(x, b) ∈ instanceOf O, where isa ∗ denotes the transitive closure of isa .

A property possesses a domain and a range which are both objects: dom, ran :
P → O. Graphically, the domain and the range of a property can be identified
by a plain line arrow originating from the domain, crossing the property, and
ending at the range (see e.g. π from ω to ω in Fig. 3, or wp�2 from transition to
statechart in Fig. 4). In the case of a property type, the domain and the range
are object types: ∀p ∈ Pt · dom(p) ∈ Ot ∧ ran(p) ∈ Ot. For a given property,
a type of its domain (resp. range) must necessarily be the domain (resp. range)
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Fig. 3. The seminal items of MetaL1

of its type: ∀p ∈ P · ∀pt ∈ Pt · (p, pt) ∈ instanceOf P ⇒ (dom(p), dom(pt)) ∈
instanceOf O ∧ (ran(p), ran(pt)) ∈ instanceOf O.

The repository is initialized with some seminal items such as the object type ω,
and the property type π. Object type t is an instance of ω. t is the super type of all
elementary types such as tB (booleans), tN (natural numbers), and tS (strings of
characters)2. All instances of tB are in OB (OB = {b | (b, tB) ∈ instanceOf O}). OB

is the subset of O representing the boolean value objects. Similarly, all instances
of tN are in ON, and so on. For each value object, the function val returns a
value: val : (OB → B) ∪ (ON → N) ∪ (OS → S) ∪ . . .

A major difference between MetaL and other similar MMLs is its full-fledged
support for reification. This is intended, among other things, to counter two
usual limitations: the fixed number of levels and the strict separation between
them. This is also intended to open the way for powerful bootstrapping mech-
anisms discussed further in this paper. In MetaL1, reification is materialized
mainly by (i) the non disjointness of P and O (see above), (ii) the absence of
too rigid axioms (for example, there is no non-acyclicity axiom for isa ), (iii)
multiple instantiation of objects, and, most prominently, (iv) the reflexivity of
the instanceOf relation for the seminal items. In clear: every seminal item is an
instance of itself. For the elementary types, this entails that they should all be
both object types and values objects (i.e. tB ∈ OB, tN ∈ ON, tS ∈ OS, etc.). To
this end, we also need to give them default values: val(tB) = false, val(tN) = 0,
and val(tS) = ε3 (Fig. 3).

2.2 Layer 2: The MetaL2 Language

In the second layer, we define a metametamodel on top of MetaL1 to provide
appropriate abstractions to metamodellers and method engineers. The most

2 We only present the types that are used in the remainder for this paper.
3 ε denotes the empty string.
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important constructs are presented here and illustrated in the left compartment
of Fig. 4. A more complete description can be found in [9].

The core construct is the MetaObject object type. It is characterized by
a name (a property type between MetaObject and tS). A metaobject has a
MetaProperty, an object type that is also a subtype of MetaObject. Metaprop-
erties are characterized by a type (the generic type t) and a cardinality (cardP).
The second subtype of MetaObject is MetaRole, an object- and property type.
As a property type, MetaRole takes MetaObject both as its domain and its range.
As an object type, it possesses a cardinality property (type), cardR, indicating
whether the metarole denotes a one-to-many, a many-to-many,. . . relationship4.

The MetaModel object type is yet another subtype of MetaObject and denotes
an aggregate composed of other metaobjects. The wp (whole-part) object- and
property type defines this aggregation. As an object type, wp is the domain for
three other property types (not shown in Fig. 4):
– rename (with range tS) allows us to name a metaobject differently for each

aggregate it pertains to. For instance, the class metaobject could be re-
named entity-type within the ER metamodel, or table within the rela-
tional metamodel;

– canNotBeShared (with range tB) specifies whether the instances of the
metaobject at the model level can be shared. For example, can a class belong
both to a UML class diagram and an ER model?

– notDependentOn (with range tB): can the aggregate still exist if one of its
components is removed5.

2.3 MetaL2 Example

The metametamodel is to be used to create metamodels. The compartement in
the middle of Fig. 4 represents a portion of a metamodel of statecharts in MetaL2.
statechart is a metamodel defined as the aggregation of the metaobjects state
and transition (the latter being a metarole). Both state and transition
possess names. Not shown is that, as an aggregate, a statechart is not dependent
on these components (wp.notDependentOn=true), and that these components
can be shared with other models (wp.canNotBeShared=false).

In turn, the statechart metamodel can be used as a ‘pattern’ to create con-
crete models such as the coffeemachine statechart (see right compartment in
Fig. 4). This concrete model is created as an instance of the statechart meta-
model. It is an aggregate consisting of concrete objects such as states idle and
busy, and the transition going from the former to the latter.

The graphical conventions used in Fig. 4 and throughout this paper to repre-
sent the items in a MetaL repository are by no means prescriptive of the concrete
syntax of the metamodelling environment. This is still an open question. Cur-
rently, only a Java API is available to create items (see Section 4).
4 A special value in tN is used to encode cardinality values: 1 for one-to-many, 2 for

many-to-many, etc.
5 If set to true, it makes wp semantically equivalent to composition (strong aggregation)

in UML class diagrams.
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3 Benefits

This section presents the main benefits of a metaCASE based on MetaL. We
first expose the general benefits through an illustrative example (Section 3.1).
We then focus on the reification capabilities (Section 3.2).

3.1 General Benefits

The example from [24] used in the introduction motivated the need for maintain-
ing explicit links between (meta)models. Thus, if the same concept
(e.g., “mainframe”) is represented in several (meta)models, these referential re-
dundancies are explicitely recorded and (meta)models can be kept easily in-sync
at all times. How one can achieve this in MetaL is illustrated in Fig. 5. Three
metamodels are defined: one for deployment diagrams (Deployment), one for
class diagrams (Static), and one for a new kind of diagram (or DSL) suppos-
edly defined by the user (Infrastructure).

As in Fig. 4, metamodels (i.e. instances of the MetaModel object type) are
shown as (coloured) panes. The same convention is used for models and the
metametamodel. The fact that an item is graphically represented within a pane
stands for an instance of the wp property type between the (meta(meta))model
and the item. Moreover, some panes overlap. Items found at the interesection of
panes are those shared (though wp) between (meta)models. For convenience, we
have numbered some items in Fig. 5. These numbers are used in the following
text to help identify items more quickly.

For instance, the metaobjects Deployment.node(1) and Static.class(2) have
been defined to share the same metaproperty (name(3)). Deployment is instanti-
ated into a model(4) that contains a node(5) whose name is “Fenris” (6). Static
is instantiated into a model(7) that denotes a class(8) named “Mainframe” which
owns a method named “shutdown”. A new metamodel(9) is also created to model
infrastructures. It borrows the mainframe class(8) from the static diagram, and
promotes it as a metaobject which can have a specific name. An infrastructure
model(10) is created, that borrows Mainframe Fenris(5) from the deployment
model. It defines its infrastructure name(11) as the same value as its name(12) in
the deployment model, but another name could be used.

The above repository exploits several features of MetaL to counter the usual
limitations of meta-repositories:

– First, since their aggregations are not necessarily disjoint, (meta)models
can overlap: Deployment MetaModel and Static MetaModel share the name
metaproperty; Deployment Model #1 and Infrastructure Model #1
share the Mainframe Fenris concept but with distinct types; and finally
Static Model #1 and Infrastructure MetaModel share the Mainframe
item.

– Second, sharing between (meta)models can be arbitrarily fine-grained : the el-
ementary units of sharing are metaobjects. Since every item is a metaobject,
the language allows great flexibility: one of more (meta)objects, (meta)roles,
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(meta)properties, or even (meta)models can be shared. Moreover, the shar-
ing of a(n) (meta)object does not entail the sharing of its (meta)properties
or (meta)roles.

– Third, an object can be an instance of several object types, i.e. we have mul-
tiple instantiation. In the example, Mainframe Fenris(5) is both a node and
a mainframe. Multiple instantiation is not supported by many tools, but it
is a powerful means of implementing overlapping modelling views. It can be
used for example to approximate the facet language imagined in [25] (see
Section 5).

– Fourth, the language is freed from the instance/type delimitation and rela-
tionships can cross M-levels. In the example, this allows node and mainframe
to share the same property (fenris) although they belong to distinct M-
levels. Most approaches (with the notable exceptions of [2,16,12]) do not
allow cross-level (non instance-of) relationships, a.k.a. strict metamodelling.

– Fifth, since metamodels are metaobjects, the same item can be either con-
sidered as an atomic concept (a metaobject) or a complex aggregate (a meta-
model). In the latter case, distinct definitions (sets of member items) can
even be possible. For instance, the mainframe can be modelled as a node;
this node could in turn be a model which decomposition would show its inner
parts (e.g. motherboard, chip, devices, . . . ); the same node could be decom-
posed according to another type that would show its software components
(process, libraries, . . . ). Because of space limitations, this aspect could not
be illustrated in Fig. 5.

– Finally, another benefit that we cannot show here is metamodel refinement.
Since they are metaobjects, metamodels can also specialise each other. For
example, a metamodel m1 could be defined as a specialisation of m2. So, m1
can inherit from the constructs previously defined in m2, but possibly rename
them, add new constructs, and propagate refinements to lower levels, e.g. to
models. This type of metamodel refinement is much more powerful than
profile-based customization.

3.2 Reification, Meta-circularity and Bootstrapping

The definition of MetaL2 on top of MetaL1, and the fact that every MetaL1
item is an instance of itself (see Fig. 3), allow for a reflexive definition of the
metametamodel. This opens the way for elegant and powerful bootstrapping, an
example of which is found in Fig. 6.

Being a reflexive object type, MetaObject (see Fig.4) possesses at least one in-
stance at the metamodel level: itself. The same happens with the other elements
of the metametamodel (MetaProperty, MetaModel, MetaRole, etc.).

With this reflexivity, we can reify some previously ‘hardcoded’ constructs. As
an example, consider the property type name found in the metametamodel of
Fig.4. Being a metaobject, MetaObject can have a metaproperty, e.g. P point-
ing to tS. If we further instantiate MetaObject into itself, at the model level
MetaObject can now be linked to P1, an instance of P leading to the string
“MetaObject”. The old name property type has thus become obsolete.
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Fig. 6. An excerpt of the metametamodel with explicit reflexive instanceOf relations
allowing reification of the name property type into a first-class metaproperty P

The conceptual elegance of reflexivity is relatively unimportant wrt to its
ability to bootstrap advanced features into the MML. Fig. 6 illustrates this
possibility with the addition of the metarole IdentifiedBy between MetaObject
and MetaProperty, making it possible now for metaobjects such as state to be
identified by a subset of their metaproperties (P3 in this case). A similar process
can be followed to enrich the (meta)languages with integrity constraints, version
control, traceability, etc. among many others. This could not be illustrated here
because of space limitations.

4 The metaCASE Architecture

A metaCASE prototype based on MetaL is currently being implemented as a
Java application. At this stage, we have completed the implementation of a
transactional repository whose architecture is presented in Fig. 7. It has been
made independent from a specific persistence technology and is able to manage
several projects at the same time in different formats: JDO, RDF, XML,. . . The
programme is currently 20 KLOC and offers an API as well as some basic input
forms to create and edit dataitems, both in MetaL1 and MetaL2.

The general philosophy of the metaCASE tool we are building on top of this
repository is to be completely model-driven. That is, every aspect of the tool
is a model compliant with some metamodel. Thus, all the dimensions of its
observable characteristics are editable, refinable and extensible. We will do so
for the GUI (menus, look-and-feel, etc.), the specification of the concrete user
notations, version management, collaborative aspects, etc.

For a previous metaCASE tool, we developed GRASYLA [8], a powerful
declarative language for describing the concrete syntax of metamodel items
(metaobjects, metaproperties, etc.) through equations and symbolic expressions
on these items. Taking advantage of the bootstrapping capabilities of the reposi-
tory, GRASYLA is being redefined as a metamodel. This way, not only arbitrar-
ily many graphical representations could be associated to the same metamodel
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Fig. 7. Class diagram of the repository. A project holds a set of dataitems and has a
specific persistence manager. A dataitem implements a set of interfaces as described in
Section 2.

items, but it will also be possible to generate graphical editors for all languages,
at any level, including the MML and GRASYLA themselves.

5 Related Work

The current de facto industry standards for modelling and MD* are UML and
its supporting CASE tools. Unfortunately UML’s extensibility mechanisms are
based on the MOF [23] and therefore very limited. These limitations are being
tackled by metaCASE tools and metamodelling frameworks. A complete survey
is impossible in to fit in here, so we concentrate on the approaches that are the
closest in spirit, and we address only the characteristics discussed in this paper.

In the tool arena, the closest are MetaEdit+ [26], Metis [16], ConceptBase
[15] and GME [19]. MetaEdit+ allows the sharing of properties between objects,
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and the sharing of objects between models, but does not allow them to span
several of its 3 M-levels (M1 to M3, where M3 is fixed). Metis circumvents this
limitation with a fully reflexive metamodelling facility. However, the absence
of technical details on the MML [16] make it hard to evaluate Metis’ limits.
ConceptBase supports Telos [22], a very flexible MML. It has unlimited M-
levels and non strict metamodelling, but has more rigid axioms (see Section 2.1)
and graphical limitations wrt GRASYLA. A notable strength of ConceptBase
is a declarative language for constraints, rules and queries. GME [19] is also
a fulfledged metaCASE tool but, like MOF, imposes disjoint metatypes (e.g. a
classifier can not be a package) which prevents adequate treatment of referrential
redundancy, and is limited to 3 M-levels.

We also find related approaches in metamodelling frameworks. MMF [5] pro-
poses a reflexive MML with constructs similar to ours. In [2], the concept of
‘clabject’ (half-class, half-object) is introduced to circumvent strict metamod-
elling. This approach is extended with the concept of powertype in [12]. We
support these views (all our elementary and metamodel items are ‘clabjects’ or
reflexive) but extend them with multiple instantiation, generalized reflexivity
and unlimited M-levels.

6 Limitations and Future Work

Despite their enhanced flexibility, our language and tool currently suffer several
limitations.

First, although we build on the experience of previous prototypes [7,8], we
are still at a relatively early (re)development stage. The features we currently
support are quite basic: a format-independent transactional repository based on
MetaL, with an API and basic input forms (see Section 4). Nevertheless, we are
confident that bootstrapping will significantly accelerate the development of the
remaining features, and especially the re-implementation of GRASYLA.

A concrete user syntax for MetaL still needs to be defined. The one used in
this paper is not prescriptive but could be a default. Another could be based on
class diagrams. Editors will be bootstrapped with GRASYLA.

By definition, the extension possibilities of a metaCASE tool are endless, so
we cannot hope to enumerate them here. However, additional features that we
envisage to bootstrap are version control, traceability and process integration.
The flexibility of the tool makes it possible to develop or tune those features
at later times without the need to reconsider architectural decisions, which is
a great advantage. An uncertainty is the performance that the full tool will
have since the cost of flexibility is the multiplication of indirection layers. The
current results obtained by manipulating metamodels such as those of various
UML diagrams are very satisfactory, but performance will need to be carefully
evaluated for advanced usages.

A missing feature, and a major advantage of ConceptBase over our approach,
is a declarative high-level language for constraints, rules and queries. At the
moment, the high-level API can be used for this, but entails using Java. Again,
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bootstrapping might be an elegant way to introduce such a language. This option
will be explored in future work.

Finally, our objectives and design will have to be validated in the light of
empirical results. When the maturity of the tool will allow, experimentation
with users will be carried out.

7 Conclusion

The need for customizable and extensible CASE environments has become ubiq-
uitous. Despite the progress made by metaCASE tools, some limitations may
continue to discourage their use. In this paper, we recalled some problems and
proposed an integrated solution: MetaL. MetaL is a formal, fine-grained meta-
modelling language with relaxed axioms and enhanced reflexivity. It allows to
easily master referrential redundancy, to span abstraction levels, and to escape
the three layers limit. Moreover, its meta-circularity allows metametamodel ex-
tension and virtually infinite bootstrapping of additional features.
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